AXIS Diplomat 2006 New Features

Introduction
This document outlines just some of the major benefits that you can expect to see by
upgrading to AXIS Diplomat 2006 from the previous edition of software, AXIS
Diplomat 2004.
This list is by no means exhaustive and further enhancements will continue to be
added after the initial release in the form of on-going level updates; please check with
the Axis First web site at http://www.axisfirst.co.uk/diplomat2006 for the latest
product information. Level updates within the AXIS Diplomat 2006 release will be free
to all of those users with current support contracts.
To keep up-to-date with the latest developments, we would encourage you to
subscribe to our email newsletters by visiting http://www.axisfirst.co.uk/newsletters
and clicking on “Subscribe”.
The key highlights are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Business Intelligence Module
Document Designer
Allocation Tracking
Wide-ranging interface improvements, including
o Saved User Responses and default tabs
o CSV Export on all scrolling lists
o Hard Copy (Print) on all scrolling lists
o Search on any scrolling list
o Column sorting on scrolling lists
o Column re-ordering on scrolling lists
Functional improvements, including new Cash Book and Nominal Ledger
improvements, such as new Nominal Journal functions and Historical Reports
Many modules that were previously optional are now standard, including Gap
Analysis and Credit Note Tracking
Improved SQL Server support

These, and other, enhancements are described in more depth in the rest of this
document.
AXIS Diplomat 2006 is now available in three editions •
•
•

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Express
AXIS Diplomat 2006 Small Business Edition
AXIS Diplomat 2006 Medium Business Edition

Section F at the rear of this document contains a detailed breakdown of the
differences between the three editions.
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Management Overview - 5 Reasons to Upgrade
This document contains detailed information on the key advances to be found in AXIS
Diplomat 2006, compared with AXIS Diplomat 2004. There are literally hundreds, if
not thousands, of additional enhancements that are simply too numerous to mention.
If you are still running AXIS Diplomat 2000SE then you will also gain all of the benefits
of AXIS Diplomat 2004 when you upgrade. These are covered by an equivalent
document, which can be found by visiting www.axisfirst.co.uk/diplomat2004 and
selecting “Upgrades”.
Naturally, different features of any upgrade will be important to different users. There
are, however, 5 key reasons to consider upgrading which will be equally applicable to
every user:
1.

Better Control
Information

of

your

business

through

greater

Management

Get a much better picture of how your business is doing; the growth areas and
the areas that maybe need a little attention before its too late, by using the
Business Intelligence module, in conjunction with KPIs and Targets. Export
information more easily to Microsoft Excel™. Use Gap Analysis to identify those
customers that buy one type of product but not another, or used to buy
something that they now don’t.
2.

Create a Better Impression with your Clients
Using the Document Designer, make sure all of the documents that you
produce create the right impression.

3.

Greater Productivity through Improved Efficiency for your Accounts
staff
The Allocation Tracking facilities make it much quicker and easier for you to
identify who paid what, when and for what. The new Cash Book functions are
quicker and easier to use, as are the revised Nominal Journal functions.

4.

Improved Efficiency for Everyone!
The numerous productivity tools new at AXIS Diplomat 2006, including being
able to sort, search and output any scrolling list of data, make everyone’s job
easier.

5.

Protect Your Investment
With the advent of AXIS Diplomat 2006, you can now take advantage of
Software Assurance, which means that for a fixed monthly sum, you will be
automatically entitled to future version upgrades as and when they are
released, with no further upgrade licence fees. From time to time, Software
Assurance customers may also be offered the opportunity to receive specific
new features ahead of general release.
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Section A : General Enhancements
A1.

Business Intelligence Module
The Business Intelligence Module provides a number of functions that allow you
to monitor the performance of your business in the way that suits you.
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The Business Intelligence Module is covered in depth on the Axis First web site,
which includes demonstrations of some of the facilities. For information, please
visit www.axisfirst.co.uk/diplomat2006/upgrade/ and follow the link to
Business Intelligence.
In essence, the Business Intelligence Module revolves around three key
concepts:
Selectors
Selectors allow you to pre-define selection criteria that can be potentially
complex, for use by the Business Intelligence routines.
For example, a company selling gardening supplies might define sales of
garden tools to be sales of any products in product groups 10, 12, 14 though
18, 29 or 56, and where the Sales Group is either 15, 18, 50 or 60 though 70.
This is potentially too complex to report on in a conventional analysis report
but can be easily defined as a single selector. Within the Business Intelligence
Module, any reference to sales of Garden Tools will automatically select only
those products that fall within the range(s) specified.
The system is supplied with a number of Selectors pre-defined that allow you
to identify various time periods - Calendar Year To Date, Financial Year To
Date, Last 12 Months, Last 2 Years and Last 5 Years.
For Office Products dealers, a number of industry-specific selectors are also
pre-defined. Office Products dealers that are members of Integra also benefit
from pre-defined selectors for the figures requested by the Benchmark
questionnaire.
A Selector Wizard makes it easy to set up your own Selectors.
Key Performance Indicators - KPIs
Key Performance Indicators are ways of measuring the performance of the
company. The system is supplied with a number of KPIs pre-defined, including
= Turnover
= Profit
= Profit Margin %
= Value of Debtors
= Debtor Days
= Call History - new calls or open calls
= Operating Costs
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Targets

Business Intelligence allows you to associate target figures for various
combinations of Selector and KPI, and to define which side of the target is good
(in other words whether a value larger than the target is good, as with
turnover, for example, or bad, as in Current Debtors).
Thus, for example, the Gardening Supplies company mentioned above might
have a target of £2,500,000 per annum for turnover on Garden Tools, a target
of £500,000 per annum for turnover on Gardening Books, a debtors target of
£100,000 for trade customers and £5,000 for retail customers.
Information identified by Selectors is used in, for example the Sales Analysis
tool, which can be seen in detail on our web site.
Targets can be added to a Dashboard and each operator can have their own
Dashboard, showing graphically the current position against targets that are
pertinent to them.
Please note: some functionality of the Business Intelligence module is only
available in certain editions of AXIS Diplomat 2006. For more information,
please see section F at the end of this document.
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A2.

Document Designer
Image is very important and for many companies their commercial documents
(invoices, delivery notes, etc.) are the principal form of communication with
their customers.
AXIS Diplomat 2006 features a Document Designer that allows you to design
your own documents; you can also use the pre-built templates to replicate the
existing layout but with fonts and shading to make the best use of the
capabilities of modern inkjet and laser printer technologies.
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The Document Designer allows you to include company logos and other
graphics anywhere on your documents and also to include standard fixed text
(such as terms and conditions, special offers, web site promotions, etc.)
anywhere on the document.
You have control over the data fields (such as quantity ordered, quantity
shipped, gross price, net price, discount amount, etc.) that you decide to
include, and where on the page they get printed.
You also have control over the fonts, colours, etc that are used on the
documents.
The previous printing methods are still available, and are selectable by
document type. This is important for businesses that use dot matrix printers1
for printing documents. You can, for example, design your own quotation for
printing on a laser printer but use a standard plain text format for delivery
notes that are being printed on a dot matrix printer on multi-copy NCR paper.
The documents supported by the Document Designer include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales Invoice
Sales Credit Note
Quotation
Sales Order Acknowledgement
Advice/Packing Note
Pro Forma Quotation
Pro Forma Invoice
Delivery Note for Ordered Goods
Delivery Note for Invoiced Goods
Delivery Note for Goods on Account

Note 1: there are now several options available for printing multiple document copies on
laser printers so if you have only retained dot matrix printers because you need a 2 or 3
part document set, please discuss your requirements with your Account Manager.
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A3.

Allocation Tracking
Allocation Tracking allows you to see, at the click of a button, what invoices
were paid, or partially paid, by a payment or, conversely, what payments were
allocated against a given invoice.
The information is held within the Archive section of the database and so is
available indefinitely, making it possible to look but at payment queries months
or years before.
The information is accessed simply by right-clicking on any transaction (debit
or credit) within the Statement or Transaction History tabs of Customer Enquiry
and selecting Allocation Enquiry:

Please Note: For existing AXIS Diplomat users upgrading to AXIS Diplomat
2006, this information will only be available for allocations made from the date
of the upgrade onwards; prior to that, the information is not available.
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A4.

Cash Book
The booking functions within the Cash Book module have been overhauled to
make them quicker and more intuitive to use; the flow of the data entry
procedure has also been changed. For example, when entering payments
received from customers, you now follow this procedure:
1.
2.

Specify the Bank Account, and a Receipt Reference
Select the Customer and Amount Received; then simply allocate the
amount against the outstanding transactions shown, or just hit the Auto
Allocate button to allocate on an oldest-first basis. This is all done on
the screen shown below:

A demonstration of this Cash Book function in use can be seen on the AXIS
Diplomat 2006 web site, by visiting www.axisfirst.co.uk/diplomat2006/upgrade
and clicking on “Cash Book”.
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A5.

Other General Enhancements
There are a huge number of smaller enhancements to individual modules and
functions at this version. More detailed information can be found on the web
site but some of these enhancements include:
Favourites - add items to a “favourites” list for particular customers and have
quick access to these items when entering a sales order. If the customer has
access to a login on your AXIS VMerchant web site then this favourites list can
be synchronised with the favourites list on the web site.
Email Notifications within Sales Order Processing - on systems using Manual
Despatch Quantities, you can now choose to have the system automatically
email your customers when certain events happen on their sales orders, such
as goods being despatched. This applies equally to orders received via an AXIS
VMerchant web site or orders entered via Sales Order Maintenance, provided a
valid email address exists on the relevant contact.
Bill of Materials now allows both Kits and Assemblies on the same system;
this means that on a single system you can now have some items that are
simply a kit of parts to be supplied together whilst other items are
manufactured from components. This will be of particular interest to users of
the Material Requirements Planning (MRP) module.
Margin Protection features have now been incorporated at the Customer
Account level as well as at the Product Group level. This allows you to define
different minimum margins for different customers. If the overall margin on a
Sales Order falls below the minimum specified for the customer then you will
not be allowed to file the Sales Order.
Greater Flexibility in core functions, including Edit buttons within Supplier
Enquiry and Stock Enquiry (subject to Security Permission control). At the
previous version, an Edit button was introduced to the Customer Enquiry
function and this has proven extremely popular - if looking at a Supplier or a
Stock Item and something needs changing, it is now easy to change it there
and then, without the need to run a different maintenance function.
Call Events within the CRM module creates a greater audit trail of who added
what and when to a Call History item. Previously, each call contained a single
continuous block of notes, to which anyone could add additional text. Now, with
Call Events, each update, whether it is adding additional information, changing
the priority or changing the responsibility, results in a new Event being added
to the call.
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Section B : Options now Standard
The following sections cover functionality that has previously been available as
optional (extra cost) options and which is now included as standard with every
system.

B1.

Gap Analysis
Gap Analysis is the art of using the sales history within your AXIS Diplomat
system to identify gaps in your sales to your existing customers, and using that
information to generate more accurately targeted marketing.
In its simplest form, the Gap Analysis module allows you to produce lists of
customers that:

= bought a product, or a range of products, during a particular period
of time

= didn’t buy a product, or a range of products, during a particular

period of time
= bought a product, or a range of products, during one particular
period of time but didn’t buy a different product, or a range of
products, during a different period of time
If, for example, you sell both laser printers and laser printer consumables, you
could identify all of those customers that have bought a laser printer in the last
18 months, but have not bought any consumables.
You can also narrow your selection down to a particular group of customers so
that, depending on how your customer group codes are used, you could look,
for example, specifically at your public sector customers.
This would allow you to carry out some very precise, targeted marketing to just
those customers - perhaps with a special offer on laser printer consumables.
Furthermore, because the marketing is only going to those who do not
currently buy printer consumables, you are protecting your margins with those
customers that do buy them, by not reducing prices across the board with a
more general special offer.
For users that have the Campaign Management module, Gap Analysis allows
you to add all of the customers identified via a Gap Analysis query to a
campaign. This means that, once you have identified a selection of customers,
you can then use the system to send mailshots, emailshots or faxshots, and to
manage a telesales campaign to those customers.
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B2.

Credit Note Tracking
The Credit Note Tracking module helps you to keep control of the raising of
credit notes against invoices. When creating a Credit Note, you can browse
through previous invoices for the customer in question and simply add lines
from those invoices to your credit note. From an Invoice Enquiry, you can also
raise a credit note for the whole invoice.
Not only does this simplify the actual data entry associated with credit notes
but, because the software also records the fact against the invoice line(s), it
prevents you from raising two credits for the same item.
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Section C : System Enhancements
C1.

Document/Report Preview
The previous document and report preview function has been replaced. The
new previewer gives a WYSIWYG view of the document, preserving font usage
and incorporating graphical backdrops where defined. It is scaleable and can be
dragged to the desired size.
Adobe PDF creation has been built in (no longer going via an external driver)
which means that the speed of PDF creation has been improved by more than
1000% on most systems.
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C2.

Saved User Responses
Every function now offers additional options on the File menu to Save and Clear
User Responses:

To use, the operator simply fills in the responses to any or all of the prompts
on the screen, and then clicks File, Save Current Responses. From then on,
whenever they go into the function, the prompts will default to the responses
that they had saved.
The saved responses are unique to each function and to each operator.
In many cases, this will remove the need to create Batch Procedures in order to
be able to, for example, run the same report on a regular basis making sure
that the same selection is specified every time.
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C3.

Default Tabs
Any tabbed function, such as Customer Enquiry, now allows the user to save
the default tab to be presented on going into the function. For example, a
member of the Customer Services department who usually wants to see the
Call History details within Customer Enquiry can click on the Call History tab
and then select Save Default Tab from the File menu. From then on, every time
they go into the function, the Call History tab will be the first one shown.

C4.

CSV Export from Scrolling Lists
Any scrolling list of data within an AXIS Diplomat function can now be exported
to CSV file by a simple right-click anywhere within the list and selecting CSV
Export:
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The resultant data file can then be used, for example, directly within Microsoft
Excel™:

Please note that all of the data in the list is exported, not just the rows that are
shown on the screen.
This immediately increases many fold the range of options for exporting
formatted data from within the system, without needing to use ODBC to import
the data into a spreadsheet.
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C5.

Hard Copy from Scrolling Lists
Any scrolling list of data within an AXIS Diplomat function can now be printed,
as an AXIS Diplomat report (and, therefore, it can be easily converted into a
PDF and/or emailed, etc.) by a simple right-click anywhere within the list and
selecting Print Preview:
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Please note that all of the data in the list is printed, not just the rows that are
shown on the screen:

This effectively increases many times the number of reports available on the
system, and provides quick access to printed information without needing to
find a report that shows similar information. Much of the need for printed
information can now be handled totally within enquiry functions, such as
Customer Enquiry.
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C6.

Column Sorting in Scrolling Lists
Any scrolling list of data within an AXIS Diplomat function can now be resorted, simply by clicking on the column heading. The Transaction History tab,
for example, in the Customer Enquiry shown below has been re-sorted into
descending order by amount:

This is also useful for grouping similar or related information together, for
example, the Call History tab can be resorted by Responsibility, so that all of
the calls for a given customer that are one person’s responsibility are listed
together.
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C7.

Column Re-Ordering in Scrolling Lists
Scrolling lists of data within an AXIS Diplomat function can now be re-ordered,
to make them more relevant to the job in hand. Some of the columns in a
particular function may, for example, be irrelevant to one user, whilst columns
that are important to them are on the far right-hand side, only visible by
adjusting the horizontal scroll bar. Those columns can now be dragged with the
mouse to a more logical position for the particular application. The system
remembers the latest setting, for each operator, for each function.

In the example above, the Quantity and Unit Price columns have been moved
to the left of the list.
In conjunction with print preview and column sorting, column re-ordering now
makes it possible to produce customised printed reports very easily.
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C8.

Searching on Scrolling Lists
Scrolling lists of data within an AXIS Diplomat function can have hundreds, or
even thousands, of entries. Finding the correct entry is now much easier by
virtue of the new Search facility, available by right-clicking within the list and
choosing Find, or by typing Ctrl-F:
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C9. New Operator and Security Maintenance
All of the functions previously used to maintain Operators, Groups, Menu
Privacy (for operators, groups and the system) and Security Permissions have
now been consolidated into a single, easy-to-use, function.
Security concerns are increasingly at the forefront of peoples’ minds and
controlling access to your line-of-business application is critical. The new
maintenance function will make that job much simpler for administrators.
The new function also incorporates the maintenance of operator defaults.

C10.Improved Security
AXIS Diplomat 2006 extends and builds on the Security Permissions technology
introduced at AXIS Diplomat 2004, giving finer control over the aspects of the
system that an operator is allowed access to.
Network security is now improved since AXIS Diplomat 2006 can run from a
UNC path (for example \\myserver\axis2006$), removing the need for a
network drive mapping.

C11. Microsoft Windows Vista Support
AXIS Diplomat 2006 is the first version of AXIS Diplomat to be supported under
the newest operating system from Microsoft, Windows Vista. Previous versions
of AXIS Diplomat will not run with Vista.
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Section D : Other Enhancements
D1.

Documentation
All of the documentation for AXIS Diplomat 2006 is now online, via our web
site.
This includes all of the function-level help and User Guides, in addition to a
much larger range of “how to” support notes and hints and tips.
By making this information available online, the wealth of information available
is now searchable and cross-indexed.
Much of this information is only available to those that log in to “My Account”
on the Axis First web site, at www.axisfirst.co.uk; all AXIS Diplomat users are
entitled to log in so, if you do not already have an account on our web site,
please contact your Account Manager.
In addition to the range of documentation available at previous versions,
documentation has been added on a number of the Modules and Options
(historically known as ‘features’) available for the AXIS Diplomat system.
Documentation is constantly being updated so by making it available online you
know that you are looking at the most up-to-date information available.
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Section E : New Services
E1.

Time Unit Based Implementation Services
Axis First can now provide the following services to AXIS Diplomat 2006
customers as part of a Time Unit Based Implementation Services package:
•
•
•
•
•

Document Designer Template Creation
Business Intelligence Module Configuration
ODBC/SQL Services
Importing/Exporting Data via Excel
Small Software Modifications

With the exception of Small Software Modifications, the customer will have the
tools to carry out these operations themselves but may lack the time or skills
to make best use of the facilities available.
For example, some customers may be cautious of updating their Sales Ledger
account details from a spreadsheet (perhaps having bought a mailing list of
prospects) and would prefer the Axis First Customer Services team to run the
update for them because it is an operation that they carry out very
infrequently.
Axis First makes its expertise available in these areas on a time basis; by prepurchasing a block of 40x15 minute units, you are able to utilise any of these
services; the time taken on a particular task (rounded up to the next 15
minutes) is deducted from the pool and regular statements provided. A Time
Unit Based package lasts for up to 12 months and, if you purchase another
package within that period, any remaining units are rolled forward into the new
pool.
Time Unit Based services do not cover on-site work, since, in many cases, the
travelling time would consume the time units.
By making this service available in this way, it allows a range of small tasks to
be carried out without the associated paperwork - there is no need to raise a
purchase order each time, book invoices, or make small payments, etc. for
each job. When you have a requirement for one of these services, we will
provide an estimate of the number of units we expect the task to take and will
proceed with just email authorisation.
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Section F : Upgrade Options and Pricing
F1.

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Editions

There are three editions of AXIS Diplomat 2006. The table below shows the
differences between them:
AXIS Diplomat 2006
Express

AXIS Diplomat 2006
Small Business
Edition

AXIS Diplomat 2006
Medium Business
Edition

Users

1-5

1-75

1-250

Windows 2000 Server

ü

ü

ü

Windows 2000 SBS

ü

ü

ü

Windows 2003 Server

ü

ü

ü

Windows 2003 SBS

ü

ü

ü

Windows 2000 Pro

ü

ü

ü

Windows XP Pro

ü

ü

ü

ODBC Sales Analysis

ü

ü

ü

ODBC read access to Raw data
ODBC read access to Raw data in
real time

û

ü

ü

û

û

ü

Document Designer

ü

ü

ü

Allocation Tracking

ü

ü

ü

List View Export/Print

ü

ü

ü

List View Sorting

ü

ü

ü

User Preferences

ü

ü

ü

Core Module

ü

ü

ü

Standard Selectors

ü

ü

ü

User-Defined Selectors

ü

ü

ü

Standard KPIs

ü

ü

ü

Standard Targets

ü

ü

ü

User-Defined Targets

û

ü

ü

Dashboards

ü

ü

ü

User-Defined Dashboards

û

ü

ü

Real-Time Business Intelligence

û

û

ü

Hire

ü

ü

ü

Job Costing

û

ü

ü

Office Products

û

ü

ü

Stock Traceability

û

ü

ü

MRP

û

ü

ü

All Other Standard Modules

ü

ü

ü

System Size & Environment

Data Analysis

Standard Facilities

Business Intelligence

Module Availability
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F2.

Pricing

1. Upgrade Client and New Client Pricing
Upgrade from
Product

New
Client

AXIS Diplomat 2000SE

AXIS Diplomat 2004

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Express Client

£495

£295

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Small Business Edition Client

£995

£495

£995

£1,195

£695

£1,195

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Medium Business Edition Client

£495

2. Client Transition Pricing
Transition From
AXIS Diplomat 2006
AXIS Diplomat 2006 Express
SBE

Transition To
AXIS Diplomat 2006 Small Business Edition Client

£295

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Medium Business Edition Client

£495

£295

3. Software Assurance
Product

Per Client, Per Month

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Express

£12.50

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Small Business Edition

£20.00

AXIS Diplomat 2006 Medium Business Edition

£25.00

Note:

Software Assurance must be taken out at the time of upgrading to AXIS Diplomat 2006 or at the
time a new AXIS Diplomat 2006 system is supplied.

4. Additional Services
Product
Time Unit Based Implementation Services
(40x15 minutes)

£695

This document is not intended as a substitute for direct evaluation of the system.
 Systems AXIS Limited, 2006
Document Reference: Diplomat/2006/Upgrade/1.5
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